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Dear Star Action Supporters,
Stuart and I have just returned from another visit to Sri Lanka
and India to check up on the progress of all our projects.
In India we were very pleased with the progress in completing
our new home for our ‘STB Children’. The response to our
appeal in April was wonderful. After 17 years of moving from
rented house to rented house, it will be a bonus to have the
permanent home and more settling for the children.
In Sri Lanka we are launching our new ‘Buy a Cow’ project
(see later) and happily report that there is now light at our
little East Coast School of Aranculam. Our teachers have
their bicycles and we have two new toilets being built.

Six day old baby with
mother Samanthi—one of
our new ‘toilet families’.

A big thank you to all our kind supporters.
With warm greeting,

On behalf of our Star Action Trustees
Stuart, Joan and Kate

Our new Christmas Gift
Scheme

Sneeha with her new bike

Our new home nearly completed
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A Star Action supporter visiting
his ‘toilet family’.

Our wonderful house parents Richard and
Sasees. Jenny writes: After every visit I feel I
cannot sing their praises sufficiently. They
look after our family so well, providing perfect blend of secure routine, discipline and
warm parental love.

in the forest and have come to us for food,
shelter and a good education. All are now attending St. Josephs Primary School near our
STB home and have integrated very happily
with our family. Our visit coincided with
‘Family Visiting Sunday’ which happens once
a month, and we were happy to meet our new
children's families and other relations—all so
grateful for the secure future for their children.

Richard & Sasees by the minibus given by a Star
Action supporter

Vellamal signing on for her second year course

I N D I A

LOOKING AHEAD—FUTURE

FIVE NEW CHILDREN IN 2013

CAREERS !

In May /June we welcomed three new boys
and two girls into our family: Bishik (aged 5),
Ashik (aged 7) and Bikas (aged 9), and the
girls, Sabari (aged 9) and Eswari (aged 7).
They have very poor, illiterate parents living

We reported last time about Vellamal’s success with her studies. Latest news is that her
A Level work is going so well that she has already been accepted for her University Nursing Training at the Aravind Eye Hospital, (the
hospital not far from our STB home) and will
begin after August 2014 when she has her A
Level results. She has chosen to specialise in
eye surgery and treatment.
DRESSMAKING TRAINING
Looking ahead for good secure work for the
less academically gifted girls, our enterprising
Richard is already planning a dressmaking
business run from our STB home when two
of our older girls have completed training.

Richard and our new children
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All the tiling and installing the septic tank has
been held up. Still to do, too, is the tidying up
of the external area, building the boundary
wall, choosing gates (in this part of India these are a very attractive feature of the entrance
area) and planting trees for the garden to deter snakes and scorpions from the nearby
open land.

Painting of the new building gets underway

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
Whilst supervising the various skilled tradesmen working on the construction of our new
home, Richard has been giving the older boys
instruction and basic understanding of the
different processes in case they wish to specialise in any of these trades at the end of
their school studies.

Richard has been working 18 hours a day supervising and working on the building, which
is now plastered inside and out. He has been
meticulously dousing this with water so that
the plaster cures slowly and will be sound for
many years. In addition to the love he gives
in his care for the children, the new house is
deeply impregnated with the love and skill he
has put into its creation. We are sure this will
enfold all the needy children who will be living there in the future.

OUR NEW STB HOME
On our August visit we found that although
good progress has been made towards completing the building, a nation-wide strike in
India on building sand production and delivery has slowed things up (and prevented following on processes being done). We had
hoped that by this August our family would
be moving in with the ground floor accommodation all completed. Instead, all the work
which could be done has now gone ahead on
BOTH floors.

The plan now is for our family to be in their
new home before Christmas.
A HUGE THANK YOU to all who responded to our April 2013 Appeal and have
made this possible.
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their lives. His altruistic nature and commitment to his local disadvantaged communities
is awe inspiring and we feel truly privileged to
be working with such a devout and saintly
man.

SRI LANKA

SRI LANKA PROJECTS
OUR TOILET PROJECT
In August two more Star Action supporters
visited their ‘Toilet Families’ to see at first
hand how their money had been spent and
the change it had brought to courageous fishing families living on the brink of starvation
not far from Sri Lanka’s affluent capital city
Colombo.
We have now received further gifts to enable
us to help two more families (bringing the total to TWELVE). In the little village of
Epamula, Guyane Romaine and Samanthi
have two children plus newborn baby (just six
days old on our visit).

Shan—our Star Action man.

SHAN is our Star Action representative in Sri
Lanka. He speaks excellent English and is in
almost daily contact with us in the UK,
discussing the progress of all our projects.

Lal works for Star Action on the East Coast

LAL looks after the East Coast work. He
lives in this area and has survived the tsunami
and civil war, during which he lost his thriving
diving business. In the face of capture and
ransom of his divers by the rebel forces, he
gave up all his equipment in exchange for
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provide necessary locally made bedding,
school uniforms and clothes for their own
community.

Without access to any running water, our Star
Action aid will include not only the toilet but
also water connection.

SRI LANKA EAST COAST
PROJECT PROGRESS
CHICKEN FARMS
Lal’s chicken farming project is progressing
well after a hesitant start. He has built an experimental chicken house on his own land
and has a batch of 65 chicks in good condition (see photo). An earlier experiment with
a neighbour resulted in 22 full grown chickens disappearing.

Then in nearby Paranambulama, Mary Prianka Ranjanee is our second chosen applicant. She has also asked Star Action for some
simple repairs for her tumble-down house.
We hope to have the funds to help her and
her family in this way too.
OUR STAR ACTION SEWING
MACHINE LADIES
Sudharsini is
making a
success of her
business and
Rathilkila Suresh
has just received
her sewing machine. They are both hardworking and really
skilled. Another large charity, “SOS”, had arranged a training course for a number of local
ladies after the Tsunami, but sadly did not
continue this project (with after care of sewing machines and helping find work). This
meant these ladies had to leave their families
to go to a big city for factory work. Star Action sponsorship has enabled our two ladies
to work from home, with their families, and

We are not sure whether they were stolen, escaped or the family enjoyed good chicken
curry for several weeks!
All new houses
will be supervised by Lal’s wife throughout.
The scheme is a good one, providing a protein source on land ruined by salt and sand
from the tsunami wave.
FRUIT & VEGETABLE FARMING
We were delighted to see the progress in this
project since our last visit. The weather has
been much better and things are growing well.
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Star Action has now been able to buy the
much needed water pump for Selvarani, one
of our vegetable growing families, so she can
keep her plants properly irrigated throughout
the year. She already has a well that has been

Bicycles for our Mankerny Teachers

cleaned after the tsunami wave.

Liz wrote of the experience: “What fun to go
to the bicycle shop in Valechennai and buy
bikes for the two lovely young teachers,
Sneeha and Kowsika, and to see their happy
faces; to see basic furniture loaded into a tuktuk for Pawalam; and to visit my toilet family ... a little goes a long way in Sri Lanka and
the recipients of our gifts are so smilingly
grateful.”

In our last Newsletter we reported how useful
it would be for Sneeha and Kowsika to have
bicycles for visiting the families of their 60
plus young pupils (Mankerny is a fairly wide
spaced village community). One of our long
term Star Action supporters responded with
great generosity to this request, travelling to
Sri Lanka to personally buy and deliver the
bikes.

OUR MANKERNY TEACHERS
Sneeha and Kowsika introduced us to one of their
pupils, 13 year old Thusani,
who is bravely doing the
very best she can with her
studies in spite of personal
tragedy. Her elder sister and both parents
were killed in the tsunami. She now lives with
her elderly grandparents. They often have little food to eat. Sneeha and Kowsika asked if
a small sum could be added to the amount we
pay our teachers each month (thanks to the
generous sponsorship of two Star Action
supporters) so they can buy a few weekly essentials for the family. We agreed to this request, and gave a little money then and there
for basic necessities.

Some of Sneeha and Kowsika’s pupils
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THERE IS NOW LIGHT IN

Furniture for Pawalam

ARANCULAM

Another well wisher sent money to buy furniture for our formerly destitute war widow
Pawalam. (See photo of tuk tuk – three
wheeler – in Valacheni, loaded with the purchases to be delivered at her house.) Pawalam
herself was not asking for anything! She
touched us yet again with her warm and loving character,
her happy
acceptance of
her humble
lot in life, and
her gratitude
for ‘gifts from
heaven’!

Thanks to immediate generous support from
friends of Star Action, very soon after we
sent our last Newsletter we received the necessary offer of funds to pay for the connection of electricity at the remote East Coast
school of Aranculam.

Kandia is still Waiting for her House!

It was great to visit there in August and see
for ourselves the difference this has made to
this little school. Even though it was holiday
time, children, parents and teachers had assembled to greet and thank STAR ACTION.
Not surprisingly they had a few requests for
more help when possible:


PAINT for the peeling school walls (the
people themselves will do the work if we
can fund the paint).



REPAIRS TO THE BOUNDARY
FENCE (to keep animals out and allow
the children to grow vegetables and flowers).

We were very happy to
be able to help our dear
Pawalam immediately,
thanks to wonderfully
generous support of an
Emergency Appeal last
year. As reported, she is
so very appreciative and
grateful to Star Action.
Kandia lives not very far away in the same village and has also asked Star Action for help.
She wore her one and only best dress to meet
us with her lovely little daughter Venusika.
Their actual living conditions are terrible and
she (like Pawalam) works as a labourer on
sporadic and minimum wages. On this visit
we promised Kandia she is on our list for future help. Please let us know if you would
like to help to give her a secure, dry home.
She will be your friend for life and you would
have the possibility of visiting her and seeing
exactly what your money has done.
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NEW

ALL YOUR MONEY GOES DIRECT TO
YOUR CHOSEN PROJECT. THIS IS OUR
CHANCE TO RE-AFFIRM THAT ALL
DONATED MONEY (PLUS GIFT AID)
GOES DIRECTLY TO OUR PROJECTS.
Star Action Trustees personally pay all expenses and administration costs.

Give a gift which makes a difference
This Christmas, why not give a gift that will
make all the difference to someone who really
deserves it?
Through Star Action, you can choose from a
range of vital items that will improve the lives
of those we are able to help in Sri Lanka and
India.

On a visit to Sri Lanka, Star Action supporters can have personally arranged tours to include meeting those involved with our projects and people they have helped. These
photos show two recent visitors meeting
‘their’ toilet families. They stayed at our
newly opened ‘Golden Sunset Guest House’
just a short auto ride from the ‘Toilet Village’.

From school bags and chickens and clothing
to furniture, there is so much you could do to
help.
See the leaflet insert for details

SPECIAL APPEAL
We have just received an appeal from Lal to help a little girl
in his village Vijayashanthy, aged 11. To save her life she is
urgently in need of a heart operation. Only 75,000 rupees
of the 175,000 cost is covered by government help. This
means the equivalent of £500 is needed to save her life.
If you would like to help, please call Stuart on 01395568064 as it really is urgent.
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